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1. Purpose – The UDW+ Retention dashboard was designed to provide the Office of Institutional Research and the Student Reporting Community with the ability to analyze a cohort (group of students) who enter NYU at a specific point in time, using different demographic, social, academic (including academic program), and other attributes. Cohort analysis is used to understand the characteristics of students entering at a specific time as well as for predictive modeling and student success measurements.

2. Target Audience – The intended audience for this dashboard is the Office of Institution Research and student reporting community.

3. Dashboard Pages –
   - One Year Retention Rate
   - IPEDS Graduation Rate
   - Graduation Rate
   - Retention by Plan
   - Retention by School
   - Internal Transfer Activity

4. Training and Access –

5. Data Security –

7. Support – If there is an issue that you would like to report or you have questions about UDW+, please contact the Decision Support Group by email at askDSG@nyu.edu or call 212-998-2900 (extension 82900).

8. Additional Resources – Training is recommended for those who are new to UDW+. To schedule a one-on-one training session, contact the Decision Support Group at 212-998-2900 or email askdsg@nyu.edu. The NYU Business Glossary is a living document that contains commonly used NYU business terms for reference.